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0. INTR~D~CTION 
Let (A(& j); i, j E N } be the stochastic matrix of a reversible Markov 
chain on N = (1, 2,...}. This means that these exist {Ai> 0; in N } s.t. 
p(i,j)=&A(i,j)=;l,A(j, i)=p(j, i) (i,j~N). ForeveryfEq,(N) (=space 
of functions with compact support on N) I shall define 
llfll;=; c P(kj) I f(4-f(A12 
1. I 
the Dirichlet norm off: The main Theorem of this paper is: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be as above and let n > 2 be such that 
(0.1) 
where C> 0 is independent of f and where (I III indicates the norm in 
I’( N; dA) for the measure ,I( { i}) = Ai. Then we have: 
sup[l,:‘A”(i,j)] = O(v-“‘*) 
i, i 
We have the following converse: 
THEOREM 2. Let A be as above and let n > 2 be such that: 
sup[$‘A”(i,j)] = O(v-“‘*). 
i. i 
Then A satisfies condition (0.1) (with the same n). 
I shall apply the above theorem in the context of a group G generated by 
a finite number of elements g, ,..., g, E G. For such a G and f E c,(G) (com- 
pactly supported function on G) I shall define: I/f 11 D= {,Z ( f(g) - 
fW12)"" where the summation extends over all pairs g, h E G for which 
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g-‘h = g; for some i= l,..., s and E = + 1. I shall denote by e E G the neutral 
element of G and for any measure p on G. I shall denote by p( (g}) = 
p( { gP1 }). We have then: 
THEOREM 3. Let G be as above and let n 2 2 be such that 
llfll Zn/(n - 2) Q c Ilf IID vf'fc,(G) (0.2) 
where C>O is independent of ,f Then for every symmetric probability 
measure u = p E P’(G) on G that satisfy Gp{ supp p} = G we have 
p”( {e)) = O(V~“‘~) 
where uLy denotes the convolution power. 
Conversely tf ,uO = PO E P(G) is some symmetric probability measure on G 
for which supp u0 is finite and for which &,( {e}) = O(V-“/~) for some n > 2 
then G satisfies (0.2) with the same n. 
From the above theorem and from [ 11 it follows at once that for every 
finitely generated G we can define 
a(G) = sup{cr; p”( {e}) = O(v-“‘2)} 
where p = fi E P(G) is such that supp p is finite and Gp{ supp p} = G and 
that the above definition is independent of the particular choice of p. In 
[I] it was shown that as soon as G is infinite then cc(G) 2 1 (cf. end of Sec- 
tion 7). 
We say that G is almost nilpotent if it contains a subgroup G* c G that 
is nilpotent and has finite index [G: G*] < +co. It is an easy and well 
known fact cf. [2] that if G is almost nilpotent then a(G) = 1, 2, 3,... is a 
finite positive integer. It is tempting to pose the following: 
Conjecture. If G is not almost nilpotent then a(G) = too. 
One should compare the above conjecture with [3]. In [4] [S] I have 
proved that the above conjecture holds if G is a soluble group. 
The main theorem of the paper is stated in the section 5 on Dirichlet 
spaces. 
To finish up I shall mention here some results (that I will not prove in 
this paper cf. [6]) that relate the number a(G) with classical potential 
theory. 
Let A4 be a complete smooth connected Riemannian Manifold, let 
p,(x, y) be the Heat diffusion kernel on M and let: 
a(M) = sup(a; sup p,(x, y) ,zK O(tt”“)}. 
Y,JEM 
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Let N be a compact Riemannian manifold and let M -+ N be a connected 
covering manifold endowed with the induced Riemannian structure. To this 
covering space we can then attach the homogeneous pace G/H where 
n,(N)=GzH=n,(M). 
When H is normal in G then we say that the covering is regular and G/H is 
the deck transformation group. We can extend the notion of cr(G/H) to a 
homogeneous pace and set a(G/H) = sup(cc; sup, p’(g-‘Hg) = O(V”‘*)} 
(cf. [ 11 where it was shown that c((G/H) > 1). The point is that for 
any CI 2 0 we have su~,,~p,(x, y) = O(t~“‘*)(t + 00) if and only if 
sup,~“(g~1Hg)=O(~~ai2) for all PEEP(G) as above (cf. [7]). 
A last word about a more general setting on which all the above con- 
siderations can be made. Indeed, in the spirit of [ 11, to any complete 
manifold M which has a geometry bounded at infinity (covering manifolds 
of compact manifolds are special cases of this situation) we can associate a 
“grid” and give to that grid a graph structure r by connecting neighbour- 
ing points. To any such graph r we can then attach a number U(T) > 1 by 
the analogous O(v-“‘*) estimate for reversible markov chains that, say, 
move the random particle to nearest neighbours of the graph. The point is 
again that we have cl(M)= U(T). The moral is that the decay of pI only 
depends on the graph structure of a “skeleton” of M and in fact only on the 
“isoperimetric dimension” of that skeleton. 
The two theorems 1 and 2 also hold for a submarkovian matrix A. The 
only modification comes from the fact that we no longer have (as in Sec- 
tion 1) lIflli= (f, V-Alf) but only llfll,< (f, (I-Aif)“*= Ilflllr. 
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 hold then with the II II;-norm. 
Finally observe that Theorems 1 and 2 generalise asily in the context of 
an arbitrary Markov Process with discrete or continuous time parameter 
and a state space that is an arbitrary locally compact space. Theorem 3 
generalises just as easily to an arbitrarily locally compact group e.g. a con- 
nected Lie group. 
The same proof apply to those more general situations almost verbatum. 
In Section 8 I give estimates about the time derivatives (@/atk)p, of 
Markovian semigroups. In terms of our discrete chain these give us infor- 
mation about A’+’ -A” (of Theorem 1) or p”“({e>)-p”({e}) (of 
Theorem 3). Higher differences can also be estimated that way. 
580/63/2-6 
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1. THE GREEN’S OPERATOR 
Let (A(i,j)aO i,jEN} be a markovian matrix (&A(i,j)= 1) and let 
Af(i) = cj A(i, j) f(j) be the operator it induces on I”. Let A” be the nth 
power of that operator and let A”(& j) be its kernel. I shall denote by 
G=C,>o A” the Green’s operator and by G(i, j) the corresponding 
Green’s function. For convenience, I shall assume that the induced chain is 
irreducible so that the transience or recurrence of that chain depends only 
on whether G(i, j) < + CC or G(i,j) = +co. 
I shall assume throughout that the above chain is reversible, in other 
words that there exists a measure II on N given by A( {i} ) = di > 0 (i E N ) 
for which the rates are given by: p(i, j) = &A(i, j) = ,$A( j, i) = p(j, i). 
It is evident then that A induces an operator on each lp = IP(N; dA) 
1 < p < + cc that has norm < 1 for every p and is Hermitian on f*. 
In what follows, I shall make essential use of the following two norms: 
defined for every f~ cO( N) = the space of functions with finite support on 
N. Observe that II f II’, = ( f, (I- A)f ) (f~ cO) where ( ., . ) indicates the 
scalar product in I*( N; dA). 
In this section I shall collect together some easy and well known facts 
about the Green’s function G(i, j) of such a chain. 
Let us assume throughout that G(i, j) < +oo. For every 0 < cp E c,, the 
sequence u, = (I + A + . + A”) cp is non-negative increasing and pointwise 
convergent to u = Gq. So, if we make the additional assumption that u E lp 
(1 d p < +co), then it follows that U, + u in the norm topology of 1” if 
1~ p < + co (and boundedly weakly in I” if p = + 00 ). The conclusion is 
that q=(Z--A)u for indeed, q-A”+‘cp=(l-A)u,+(l-A)u (when 
the convergence takes place in lp as above) and A”+ ‘q + 0 pointwise. 
Let us fix O<f, qEcO and assume that u=GqEIP (1~~6 +co). From 
what has been said it follows that: 
(f;(P)=<f;(Z-A)u)=li~(f,(Z-A)u,) 
d IlfllD SUP<U,> (1-A) u,)“* 
n (1.1) 
and of course: 
O~(u,,(z-A)u,)=(u,,cp-A n+'q) G (u,, cp> G (4 cp>. (1.2) 
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Let us now fix two Holder conjugate indices 1 <p, q< +oo, 
(l/p) + (l/q) = 1 and let: 
L=sup $p; Il~llp 
4 M=sup II~IID 
the sup being taken over 0 # cp E c,,. If we put together (1.1) and (1.2) and 
take the sup over 0 < cp E co with [Iv/I y d 1 we conclude that II f IIP < 
L’/’ 11 f 11 D for VO < f E co. If we bear in mind that for any f~ co we have 
II If I IID 6 llfllD we see that we have proved one half of the following: 
PROPOSITION. Let A, p, q, L, A4 be as above we then have M2 6 L < 4M2. 
The other inequality is just as easy to prove. Indeed, let us assume that 
for some i, E N there exists some C > 0 such that 
If( <c IlfllD VfECo (1.3) 
(this certainly holds if M < + co). If we then denote by D the space 
obtained by completing co under the )I IID norm we can identify D with a 
space of sequences on N. To see this let D be the space of sequences 
(f(i), ieN} that h ave finite Dirichlet norm 
i 
; c P(i,j) l.fwm’j 
112 
lIfllD= < +co 
1. I 
and let us norm D with the norm: 
llfllo= If( + IlfllD 
which makes B a Banach space of sequences. By (1.3) it follows that on 
co c D the two norms 11 IID and 11 1 D are equivalent. The completion of co 
under 11 IjD can thus be identified with the closure of co in 6. 
Under the hypothesis that M< so0 it is then clear that D 5 P and that 
for every fixed 0 < cp E I4 II’plly = 1 there exists a solution (I- A) u = cp 
(UE D). 
To see this, observe that for every f E co we have I( f, cp) I < 11 f 11 p < 
A4 Ilf 11 D. So, D being a Hilbert space, it follows that there exists u E D 
Ilull D < M such that 
(f,cp)=<f,u)Ll VfECo 
where (., .)L, indicates the scalar product in D. Let co3u, -+ u (convergence 
in D) we clearly have (f, u)D=lim,(f, u,)D=lim,((l -A)f, u,) 
(Vf E co) but by our hypothesis it follows that u, t u in the norm topology 
of P’ so that lim,((l- A)f u,) = ((I- A)f u) (Vf E co). The conclusion is 
that ( f, cp ) = ((I- AM; u) (Vf E cO) which proves our assertion. 
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The sequence (Z+A+ ... +A”)cp=u-A”+‘u (~21) is then clearly 
increasing and is bounded in the 11 1 p norm by 2 l/ullP < 2M IJaIl D < 2M2 
and the upshot is that (IG~]l,<lim, IJ(l+A+ ... +A”)cpIIp<2M2. The 
inequality L d4M2 follows at once by splitting an arbitrary cp E c0 into 
(P=(P+ - cp ~ its positive and negative part. 
Remark. A being a Hermitian operator on l2 it follows that 
IIA I] = IIA )I sp. It follows therefore that in the above proposition for p = q = 2 
we have, L, M< +cc if and only if IIAII < 1. 
2. THE DECAY OF A" AND THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 
The main argument in this section is very standard [cf. [8] Chapter V, 
Section 1.31. 
Let A be a reversible Markov chain as in the previous paragraph. I shall 
assume here that: 
sup &:‘A”@, j)( = O(nP) 
i. , 
for some c(> 1. Let G=G,+GN, G,=CfsO A”and GN=Cn,NA” be the 
Green’s operator. 
We clearly have 11 A”f 1) oc, 6 K(n) 1) f iI,, for all f E c0 and 1 d p < + co with 
K(n)=sup, I)A,:lA”(i, j)il, where l/p+ l/q= 1 and the II Ijy norm in the 
definition of K(n) is taken with respect o the index j. Using then the stan- 
dard convexity property of the I/ Ily- norms with l/q = (1 - 0)/00 + 13/l we 
obtain that K(n) < Cn -‘(lo ‘) = Cn -lip with a C that is independent of n. If 
we assume that c( > p we conclude that: 
IIGNfll,~CN’-“‘P Ilfll, w-ECO(~I). (2.1) 
This being said let t > 0 be a positive real number, we shall obtain an 
estimate for m(t) = m[ lGf[ 2 t] the d2 measure of the subset of N on 
which 1Gf 12 t, where f is some fixed element of c0 with II f ]I,, < 1. We 
clearly have m(t)<m[IGNfl 3 t/2] +m[lGNfl 3 t/2] and by (2.1) and the 
trivial estimate l]GNS (lP d N (( f (lP 
m[IGNf1 2 t/2] 6 
C 1lGN.f IIi < CA”. tP ‘tp’ 
m[lGNfl 2 t/2] =o if t> Cj-++ 
where C is independent of t and N. For t fixed we shall specify N to be, say, 
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the first N for which t > CN ~ ’ ‘lP Putting everything together we obtain . 
then: 
m(t) < Ctrpl(P-“’ = Cl-‘. 
The conclusion is that the operator G takes each fp space for CI > p 3 1 
into the weak [’ space where l/r = l/p- l/a. Therefore by the Mar- 
cinkiewicz interpolation theorem G takes every lp space with u > p > 1 into 
the I’ space l/r = l/p - l/a. If we further require that r = q (the conjugate 
index of p) we obtain that q=2cc/(cr - 1) (this gives p=q/(q- l)= 
21x/(@ + l), a > p > 1). If we combine the above fact with the proposition of 
Section 1 we obtain that: 
In other words we have obtained a proof of Theorem 2. 
3. THE SOBOLEV AND THE DIRICHLET INEQUALITY 
Let A be a reversible Markov chain as in Section 1 and let n > 1 be a 
fixed real number. In this section I shall examine more closely the following 
two conditions (S,) and (D,) that A might (or might not) satisfy: 
(S,; n 3 1): There exists C > 0 s.t. 
llflIn/(n- 1) d c Ilf lls VffCO(N) 
(D,; n z 2): There exists C > 0 s.t. 
llf II 2n/(n - 2) d c II f II n VfECcl(~). 
PROPOSITION. If n > 2 and (S,) holds then (D,) holds also. 
ProoJ Let O<f~c~(lV) and let cr=2(n- l)/(n-2). We clearly have 
II f II %q(, ~ 2) = II f II :n,cn - I) = II frlln,(n - ,) d C II f “11 s by our hypothesis. But 
for every i, Jo RJ we have If”(i)-f”(.dl d G- ‘(4 +f*- ‘(A) 
I f(i) - f( j)l and therefore: 
IlfallsG~ Cp(i,j)(f”~‘(i)+f’~‘(j)) If(i)-f(A 
Li 
i I 
112 
<4a Cp(i,j)(f2”~“(i)+f2’“-l’(j)) llf IID. 
i,i 
But the expression inside { } is equal to 2 xi /zi f 2(rp ‘j(i) so that we 
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finally obtain that Ilf”lls<8~ llfor-‘l12 IlfllD=8~ Ilfll;,Ll, llfllD= 
8a Ij f )I;& 2J I( f II D. Our proposition follows from this for non-negative 
f~ cO. But of course the general case also follows upon observing that 
II It-1 IlDb IlfllD w..~Gd 
We shall next show that the n that appears in (S,) or (D,) is essentially a 
dimensional constant. Towards that let A(‘) i= 1,2 be two Markov chains 
and let us construct the product chain A(1)OA(2) on N x N by taking the 
tensor product of the two matrices. We have then: 
PROPOSITION. Let A”’ (i = 1,2) be two reversible Markov chains as above 
and let us assume that A(‘) satisfies (S,ni> 1) (respectively: (D,,n,>2)) 
i = 1, 2. Assume that the additional (technical) condition inf, A”‘(k, k) > 0 
i= 1, 2 holds. Then the chain A”‘@A’2’ satisfies (S,,+,,,) (respectively: 
CD n, +?J). 
It is easy to see where the above technical condition comes in. Indeed let 
us consider the following two mixed norms: 
then under our hypotheses we have 
Ilfll(l), llfl/(2)GC Ilflls forall fecc,(N x IV’). 
From our hypothesis it follows that for all f E c0 we have 
N 
,112 - I ‘In2 
1 f(i 7 j)(n2/(!?2~ 1) dA(z)( j) 
I 
dA”‘(i) < C II f  [I(‘) 
and if we denote by F(i) = j If (i, j)l d;1’2’( j) we have: 
nll(nl~ 1) (El ~ b1 
If(i,Al do dl(“( i) 
= IIFII .,/,,,~,,6~II~lls6~lllflll’2’~ 
It is only then a matter of using the interpolation theorem for mixed 
norms [cf. [ 1 1 ]] to obtain the required result. 
In the above proof I have tacitly assumed that n,, n2 > 1 but of course 
the modifications needed for n, or n2 or both = 1 are trivial. The proof for 
the (D,) condition is entirely analogous. 
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I am endebted to S. Drury for this very simple proof of the proposition 
that uses mixed norms and the interpolation theorem of [ 111. A more 
elementary but lengthier proof can of course also be given. 
Remark. For every 0 < c( < 1 The Sobolev and the Dirichlet norms 
induced by A, = al+ (1 - 01) A are equivalent to the corresponding norms 
induced by A. Similarly for every m 2 1 the Dirichlet norm induced by A” 
is equivalent to the Dirichlet norm induced by A. (This is best seen by 
spectral theory on (f, (I- A)f )). 
4. THE SOBOLEV AND THE ISOPERIMETRIC INEQUALITIES FOR GROUPS. 
I shall examine here the condition (S,; n 2 1) of Section 3 in the context 
of Graphs and Groups. 
Let G be a discrete group generated by a finite set gr,..., g, E G of its 
elements. A canonical distance function can then be given to G by setting 
d(x, v) = lx-‘~1 (x, y E G) with: 
1 gl = inf{ n; g = g;; . . . gy; ij= l,...) s, Ej= +1,j= l)..., H} 
cf. [3], [ 1 ] for more details. For every function with compact support on 
G, f~ c,(G) we can then define: 
Ilflls= c If(x)-fLY)I; lI%={~ Ifw-bw}1’2 
x, Y -x3 Y 
where both summation extend through all pairs x, YE G for which 
d(x, y) < 1. If for some N positive integer I extend the above two sum- 
mations through all pairs x, y s.t. d(x, y) d N, I obtain two different norms 
IlfllY’l and llfllb”) and it is an easy matter to verify that all the norms 
II f 11 kN) (N 2 1) are equivalent and similarly for the norms 11 f 11 r). From 
this we see that if we change the set of generators of G we also obtain 
equivalent norms (indeed equivalent distance functions d( ., .) are then 
obtained cf. [3]). 
The above distance function d on G is invariant by the left action of G 
so, for any subgroup H c G, d induces a distance on the left coset space 
G/H = (Hg; gG} (cf. [3]). We can then define the corresponding Sobolov 
11 IIs and Dirichlet II (ID norms on G/H in an entirely analogous manner. 
Let now p = p E IF’(G) be a symmetric probability measure on G. The 
stochastic matrix M(g, h) = p( { g-‘h}) g, h E H induces then a reversible 
Markov chain on G (with ;1( { g}) = 1 Vg E G) with respect to which the 
Sobolev and Dirichlet norms 1) 11; and II 11; can be defined as in Section 1. 
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It is clear that if pLi= ,&E P(G) i= 1,2 are as above with supp p, finite and 
Gp{supp Z12} =G then there exists C> 0 s.t. 
II f II “s’ d c II f II s; II f II sGC Ilfll?; W’fco(G). (4.1) 
If we restrict our attention to those measures p that satisfy both [supp p is 
finite and Gp{supp p} = G] then the norms (I /I$ and 11 IIs are equivalent. 
The situation is entirely analogous for 11 /I; and 11 1 D. 
Observe finally that the stochastic matrix M(g, h)=p( { g-‘/z}) is 
invariant by the left action of the Group. It induces therefore a reversible 
Markov chain on every homogeneous pace G/H where H c G is a sub- 
group. The inequality (4.1) generalize in this context. 
In the above context of groups (or homogeneous paces) in the same 
spirit as conditions (S,; n 3 1) and (D,; n B 2) of Section 3 we shall 
introduce the following condition that a group G might or might not 
satisfy. For n 3 1 let condition (Zss,) be: There exists C > 0 such that for 
every finite subset A c G we have [Card(A)]+’ < C[Card(aA)]” where 
the boundary aA of the set A c G is defined by: 
8A = {x E A; 3 = l,..., s, E = f 1 s.t. xg; $ A}. 
The above notion depends of course on the particular choice of generators 
g, ,..., g, E G of G chosen. Cf. [9] for more details. For our purpose the 
interest of (Is,) lies in the following 
PROPOSITION. Let G he a finitely generated group. Then G satisfies the 
condition (Is,) for some n > 1 if and only if it satisfies (S,). 
Observe that trivially both (S,) and (Is,) hold if and only if G is an 
infinite group. The conditions (Is,, n > 1) and the above proposition 
readily generalises in the context of a homogeneous pace G/H: 
The fact that (S,) implies (Is,) is obvious, indeed it suffices to test (S,) 
on f = xa the characteristic function of A c G. 
The proof the other way round is elementary, if lengthy, combinatorics. 
Since no essential use of the above proposition will be made I shall be brief. 
Let 0 <f E c,(G) which I shall assume takes its values on the non- 
negative integers f(g) = 0, 1, 2,... (Vg E G). Let us denote then by 
A,= {gEG;f(g)>v}; v> 1. 
The key of the proof that (Is,) * (S,) is the following “Co-area” formula: 
C-l Ilf llsy~, CarW4KCllf IIs (4.2) 
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which holds for all f as above with some C > 0 independent from J The 
above formula should be compared with the classical co-area formula of 
Differential Geometry that says: 
on an n-dimensional manifold. Once (4.2) has been established, following 
standard lines (cf. [lo]), we see that if (Is,,) holds in G for some n > 1 then 
(S,) also holds for our special class of functions (f(G) c [0, 1, 2,...]). 
Therefore, by renormalisation, (S,) also holds for every f that takes its 
values on the non-negative rationals. The general case can then be obtained 
by an obvious passage to a limit. 
If you want to see how (4.2) is proved first consider the special case 
when A,,, c A,,\dA,, (v = l...). Then (4.2) is obvious. In the general case 
some work is necessary. We can argue by induction on N= max f, and 
assume that (4.2) holds for all f with maxf= N- 1. Let f0 be s.t. 
maxf,=N and let us decompose the boundary of the set 
A,=[fo=N]cANp, into the two subsets (dA,),=cYA,ndAN-, and 
(~A,),=~A,\(i?A,),. If we set f=inf[fo, N- l] it is clear that 
IlfOlis> 11 f IIs and that the extra contribution lifOlls- lifIIs comes from 
the summation ,7&, l.) = r IfO(x) -fO( y)l where either x or YE aA,,,. By 
analysing that contribution separately on (aA,), and (CYAN), we see that 
I/ foils - 11 f 11 s can be controlled both above and below by a constant mul- 
tiple of Card(aA,). 
I shall say a final word about an even more general setting where all the 
above considerations can be made. We can consider connected graphs that 
have the finiteness property that from every vertex only finitely many, and 
bounded in number, edges emanate. Sobolev and Dirichlet norms can 
clearly be defined on these Graphs (indeed on any Graph) and random 
walks can be considered where we only jump, say, to one of the nearest 
neighbours. All the above considerations and propositions readily 
generalises in this context. 
Observe that we recover the case of a group G or a homogeneous pace 
G/H as a special case by considering the Cayley Graph attached to G or 
G/H (associated to a fixed set of generators cf. [ 151 [ 161). 
5. DIRICHLET SPACES. 
In this section I shall review some of the ideas of Beurling and Deny (cf. 
[12]) on the theory of Dirichlet spaces. Indeed this will be the general 
setting on which we shall work. 
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Let X be a locally compact space, countable at infinity and let 4 be a 
Radon measure on X. Let E = L’(c) and Vc E a dense subspace. I shall 
follow [ 121, and say that Q is a positive closed hermitian form on V if it is 
a positive hermitian form on V for which the inner product 
(x, y)v = (x, Y) + Qk Y); x, Y E V 
is complete (( +, .) indicates here the inner product on E). The inlinitesimal 
generator A of Q will be the operator A on E defined by 
Q(x, Y) = -(Ax, Y) vye v (5.1) 
and the domain D, of A is the set of vectors XE V for which such an Ax 
exists. It is easy to see that D, is dense in E. It is clear then that A is a self 
adjoint negative operator on E that generates {P,} I, 0 a semigroup of Her- 
mitian operators on E. 
I shall assume throughout that Q is a Dirichlet form. This means that if 
UEV and UEE and if lu(x)l<lu(x)l and Iv(x)-u(y)l<lu(x)-u(y)1 
(Vx, y E X) then u E V and Q(u, u) d Q(u, u). The above condition implies 
(and is implied by) that {Pl},,o is a submarkovian semigroup on 
E=L2([) [i.e., for everyfEL2 s.t. O<f< 1 we have O<P,f< 1, t>O] (cf. 
[ 121 Chapter V). 
I shall make on Q the additional hypothesis that it is positive definite on 
V and that if we complete V with the norm Q112 we obtain a space P that 
can be identified to a subspace of L,!,,(X; <). This hypothesis is equivalent 
to the fact that the semigroup {P, lf, o admits a Green’s function i.e. that 
for each f bounded measurable function with compact support we have 
SF (P,f,f)dt< +co (cf. [ 12, Chap. V, Theorem 23). 
All the above conditions are pretty well standard. The two main 
technical conditions on Q that I shall use are: 
(8,;nZ2): For 2<r=2n/(n-2)6 +co I shall assume VcLr(X;t) 
and that /If II I < C, Q(f, f )‘I2 (V’E V) where C, is independent off: 
(M): There exists C, > 0 s.t. for all 0 <f~ V and all a, fi > 0, a + /? = 2 
for which f ', f B E V we have: 
Q(fa~fpDGaflQLAf). 
The condition (M) holds for the classical Dirichlet form Q((p, +) = 
JwOWWd 1 vo on a manifold M. It holds in general by the decom- 
position [12] of a Dirichlet form in a local part and a jump part. 
Let Q be a Dirichlet form attached to X, r, V as above. For every 0 > 0 
and n 2 2 I shall define the renormalised form Q, = on-‘Q that is attached 
to X, 5, = a”< and V, = V. The point is that if (X, 5, V, Q) satisfy (b,) and 
(M) for some n 3 2 then the renormalised form Q0 =rY-‘Q and renor- 
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malised measure r, = a”r also satisfy (b,) and (M) and with the same con- 
stants Ci and Co. 
Observe finally that in the case that we shall be concerned the semigroup 
P, will be given by a symmetric kernel { p,(x, y)} I, ,, : 
P,&) =I PAX, Y) cp(Y) e(Y). x 
I shall now give the main illustration of the above notions. 
I shall consider a reversible Markov chain A as in Section 1 with sym- 
metrising measure 1 and set (X, {) = (N, A) I shall let V= E = Z*( N; dA) and 
Q(.Lf)= Ilfll;= (f, (Z-Alf> 
(with the notations of Section 1). This is clearly a Dirichlet form and the 
semigroup it generates is P, = erca -‘) (since the generator is A -I). It is 
clear then that the Green’s function G = C, p0 A” exists if and only if the 
semigroup P, admits a Green’s function (indeed for every 0 <f~ c,, we 
have 
I m (e 0 e-‘t”dt (A”f,f)= 1 ) It20 
From this, incidentally, we see that we have the following: 
PROPOSITION. (Criterion for transience of a reversible chain): Let A be 
a markovian matrix as in Section 1. Then A induces a transient Markov 
chain if and only iffor every i6 N there exists C = C(i) s.t. 
If( G C IIfllD Vf Eco(N). (5.2) 
Indeed observe that if (5.2) holds for all f E co(N) it also holds for all 
f~ V= 1’ (since 11 f IID = (f, (I-‘A)f )‘I*). So if (5.2) holds Q is a positive 
definite form. The fact that (5.2) implies that P (the completion of V under 
the norm Q112 = (I IID) can be identified with a subspace of L&(X, 5) (i.e., 
with a sequence space) is exactly what we did in Section 1. The above 
proposition is therefore an immediate consequence of the Theorem 2 of 
Chapter V in [12]. 
Observe that the above semigroup P, = e ‘(’ ~ ‘) is given by the symmetric 
kernel: 
p,(i, j) = AJ:‘e-’ 1 5 A”(& j) = p((x, y). 
n20 . 
(5.3) 
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The condition (fi,; n >2) for the above Dirichlet form is none other 
than the condition (D,; n > 2) on the matrix A. 
Finally the condition (M) always holds for the above Dirichlet form. 
This is a consequence of the very elementary inequality 
(9 - yyxfi - yfi) 2 C,cg?(x - y)’ 
which holds for x, y z 0, a, b > 0, c( + fl= 2 and C, > 0 a numerical con- 
stant. Here is a proof: Assume that x > y > 0 set 0 < t = y/x < 1. We must 
show that (1 - r”)(l - tB) > C,a/?(l - t)2 (0 < t < 1). By the mean value 
theorem we have (1 -t”)(l -tB)=cr851-‘iP~‘(1-t)2 for some 
<, c E [It, 11. It is therefore sufficient to prove the inequality for 0 < r < a0 
for some small E,, >O. But then if 0 < q0 < a, fi we clearly have 
(l-t”)(l-rtS)~(l-~~)(l-~~)>C(~O,~O)>O and the inequality holds 
because we can always choose C, s.t. C(sO, uO) > C,@( 1 - t)*. We can 
restrict our attention therefore to 0 < t < aO, 0 < 01< q0 (by the symmetry of 
the situation). But then (1 - t”) B (1 - .s;j) 3 -[(log &J/2] c1 provided that 
‘lo is small enough (indeed (E; - 1)/a + a _ ,, log aO). On the other hand we 
have (l-ta)g(l-&~)~(l-&~~“o) so that (l-t”)(l-ta)>C,(aO,~,,)~ 
with C1(sO, qO) >O and we can clearly choose C,, s.t. Ci(c,,, ~*)a 
C,J?( 1 - t)‘. 
Having given the above example I shall now introduce the object that 
will be relevant for us, and I will do so, in the general setting (X, 5, V, Q). 
Let us assume that u(t, x) > 0, t >O, XE X is a jointly continuous 
function in the two variables I shall assume that for each fixed t > 0 and 
p 2 1 we have [u(t, x)]” E V and that the partial derivative a/at u(t, x) 
exists for every t > 0, x E X and furthermore, for every t > 0 fixed, we have 
a/at u(t, x) E L2(<). Purely for technical reasons I shall also make the 
assumption that: 
u”( t + h, x) - u”( t, x) 
sup h EL’(t) (5.4) O<Jh(<l Al 
(1 A t = min[ 1, t] ) for every p B 1 and t > 0. Finally, and this is the main 
point, u satisfies the evolution equation: 
+ Q(u, cp) = 0; t > 0, Vcp E V. 
L2(<) 
In the applications, when Q is given by a reversible Markov chain on 
(X, c) = (N, 1) as above, we shall set for evert fixed i E N, u(t, x) = p,(i, j) 
with x= j and pt at (5.3). The conditions are then verified. Indeed 
p,(i, j) = p,( j, i) so sup, u(t, X) = supj ;1; ‘e-’ CnrO t”/n! A”( j, i) < 2,:’ and 
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since clearly s u(t, x) d<(x) < 1 we certainly have u(t, x) E P(N; 1) for all 
1 d p < +co. It is just as obvious that 
Finally to see that (5.4) holds observe that 
lUP(t+h,X)-Uqt,X)I dp IUP-l(t+h,X)+UP~‘(f,X)I lu(t+h,x)-u(t,x)l 
and u(t, x) being in L”(X, <) uniformly in t we see that it is enough to 
prove (5.4) for p = 1. As easy a way as any to see this is to write down: 
u(t+h,x)-u(t,x) 
h 
+ A,-le-“+h) c 
(t + h)” - t” A”( i, j) 
?I>0 
h n! 
A”(i, A 
and the I’ norm of the right hand side is of course bounded by e*‘F(t). 
The evolution equation is of course satisfied (in fact this equation is 
always satisfied for the heat diffusion kernel, at least formally, in the 
general setting). Indeed for every cp ED~ which is the domain of the 
generator A of the Dirichlet form Q (and not our markovian matrix) we 
have by definition: 
; P,cp(x)=A(P,cp)(x); t>O,xcX 
which in terms of the kernel says: 
PAX, Y) CP(Y) MY) = A 1 [ I PAX> Y) CP(Y) 4~) 1 . 
In our context D, = Z* and if we set for cp the b-mass at some fixed point 
we obtain that for every fixed yoo X, a/& pl(x, yo) = Ap,(x, yo). Our 
evolution equation is then just a reformulation of the above equation (cf. 
(5.1)). 
We are finally in a position to state the main theorem which is the power 
house of the whole paper: 
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THEOREM (M). Let X, 5, V and Q be a Dirichlet form that satisfies all 
the conditions of this section (in particular it satisfies (M) and (8,) for some 
n 2 2), and let u( t, x) a function that satisfies the conditions above. Then 
u( 1, x) E L”(X, 5) and we have: 
e,ss,;p a’( 1, x) < C j2 j u2(t, x) dt dt 
l/2 x 
where C > 0 only depends on n > 2, Co and C, . 
The fact that C only depends on n, C,, C1 is absolutely vital. C does not 
in particular depend on the nature of X, r, V or Q it only depends on the 
constants. We shall use this fact in the applications by changing 5 and Q 
while keeping the constants n, C,, C, fixed. 
To do this I shall make use of the observation that if u(t, x) is a function 
that satisfies the conditions of Theorem (M) for some Dirichlet form X, <, 
V, Q then the renormalised function u,(t, x) = u(t/a*, x) ((r > 0) satisfies the 
same conditions for the renormalised form X, t,, V, Qc; and the point is 
that the n>2 and the constants Co, C, have not changed by renor- 
malisation. Applying Theorem (M) to u,, r,, Q, we get then at once that: 
essup u’( l/a’, x) d Co”+ 2 
z/o2 
I s u’( t, x) dr dt x 1/2d x 
which by changing G = l/& (r > 0) gives: 
2r essup u*( r, x) 6 Cr -M + *)/* u*( t, x) dt dt. 
x I s r/2 x 
This in the case of our main illustraton when u(t, x) = p,(x, y) (cf. (5.3)) 
gives: 
*l sup pf(x, y) < Ct - cn + 2)‘2 
x 5 i P:(x, Y) d<(x) dt r/2 x 
for every fixed y&Y. But the semigroup property gives here that: 
s P:(x, Y) d5(x) = P~,(Y> Y) x 
and we finally conclude that: 
supp:fx, y)<Ct-(“+*)‘* 4fp,(y, y)dt; t>O 
5 (5.5) 
for every fixed y E 2’. 
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Remark. The criterion for transcience give in the proposition of this 
section easily extends to a submarkovian matrix A if Ilf llD is taken to 
mean <A (I- A lf >. 
6. THE MOSER ITERATIVE PROCESS. 
This section is only a reformulation of work of J. Moser [13], [14]. 
X, 4, V, Q and u(t, x) will be as in Theorem (M), $(t) 2 0 will be a 
smooth function of t 2 0 to be specified later and p > 2 will be, for the time 
being, fixed. 
Set v( t, x) = uP”( t, x), cp( t, x) = up ~ ‘(t, x) t/‘(t), for each fixed t we have 
v, cp E V and clearly for u = 2/p, /? = 2/p (p - 1 ), (CI + /J = 2) we have 
U”ZUE v, vP=up-l E V. Condition (M) applies and gives 
Q(vzip, 
for every fixed t B 0. We also have Q((p, u) = e2Q(up-‘, u) = ~2Q(u2’p(p-1), 
v21P) and we conclude that for t 2 0 
Q((p, 24) B 4W2 (6.1) 
Now v2 = up so for every x E X tixed we have: 
; v*(t,x)=; uP(t,x)=pu~+x)~ u(t,x) 
and therefore: 
. (6.2) L*(e) 
But also, by condition (5.4), we can interchange the order of jx and a/at to 
obtain: 
The evolution equation satisfied by u and (6.1), (6.2) (6.3) finally gives 
that: 
for every t 2 0, where E = 4C,( 1 - l/p). 
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Let now O<a<a+p<B-pdfi let Z(p)=[cl+p, b-p] and choose 
t&t) such that 0 d Ii/(t) < 1, supp + c ]a, B[, $ = 1 on Z(p) and I$,1 d 2/p (if 
p > 0). Integrating then the last inequality in t from a to any point t E Z(p) 
we finally obtain that for all p > 0: 
Now by Holder’s inequality we have for very w 3 0 on X and every n > 2 
which if applied to w = u as above together with (6.4) gives: 
++%)d(< 4 (, j[,,, jx u2d{dt)2’“(jx u2”1(n-2)d<)(“-2’in 
valid for all t E Z(p). If we combine this inequality with the condition (B,) 
we obtain: 
(Vt E Z(p)). By integrating the above estimate in t E Z(p) we obtain: 
s I v2(' + 2ln) & dt 6 Cf I(P) x (; j,(O) jx~2.dt)2'n j[(,, Q(U,U)dt 
A use of the estimate (6.4) once more finally gives: 
s s 
u2c1 +*jn’ d( dt < 
I(P) x 
“‘4:‘,f:” ( jIco, jx u2 dr dt)1+2’n. 
EP 
It will be convenient to denote by K = 1+2/n so that in terms of the 
original function u our last estimate becomes: 
I s uPK dr dt < I(P) x 
valid for all admissible p > 0 and where C only depends on n, C,, C,. We 
shall use this formula in the form: 
s i 
C 
’ 
I(P) x 
UPCd~dtyp-py (l-lip) ( j,cp,J jx up d5 doK (6.5) 
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for a= l/2, /?=2, pa2 and p, p’st. 1/2=a<a+p’<a+p<P-p<fi- 
p’ < p = 2. 
In fact I shall set p, = 2rc”, (v = 0, l,...) p. = 0, p, = 1O-1o2-‘, (v = 1, 2 ,...) 
and I shall let 
s 1 
l/d z,= upv dt: dt 
I(po+ “’ +P”) x 
which is just the norm of U* in the space L”“(Xx Z(p, + ... + p,)). It is 
clear then that l& Z, > llu*)l Lm where the L” norm is taken in the space 
L”(Xx Z(p,+ pi + . ..)). On the other hand the formula (6.5) applied with 
p’=po+ ..’ +py, p=po-t ‘.. + py + , and p = py gives that 
Z “+, <A(v+l)‘K”zy (v=O, l,...) 
where A > 0 only depends on n, Co, C, . 
If we let 
B = A (xs, (v + 1 j/K”) 
and multiply all the above relations we obtain that Z, < BZ, (v = 1,2,...). 
The conclusion is that: 
2 IIu211 Lm<B s I u* dt dt. l/2 x 
For the L” space considered just above. This completes the proof of 
Theorem (M). 
The modifications necessary to make the above proof work for n = 2 are 
purely formal (in fact only of a notational nature). They will be left for the 
reader to do. 
7. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS. 
Observe first of all, that the symmetric kernel pl(x, y) that gives the 
semigroup P, in our case (cf. (5.3)), and in fact quite generally also, is a 
symmetric kernel of positive type. From this it follows that: 
m(t) = SUP PAX> Y) = SUP Pt(X, xl 
x, y E x x E x 
and from (5.5) we deduce at once that m(t) = O(t’p”/2)). Everything else 
follows from this fundamental fact. 
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Let us assume now that A(i,j) is a submarkovian matrix satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1 with n 2 2. If we specialize the above O-estimate 
to the case (5.3) we obtain that 
sup 
i, i 
(7.1) 
where C only depends on n and the constant involved in (0.1). 
At this stage it will be convenient to introduce the notation qJi,j) = 
A,-‘A”(& j). Observe that qy(i, j) = qy( j, i) and that 
9 p + ,(h j) = I qp(k k) q,(k, j) d4k). 
This means that qzp(i, j) is a positive symmetric kernel and that: 
SUP,,~ qzp(i, j)) = supi q2,Ji, i) we also have: q2,,(i, i) = s (qp(i, j))* dA( j) = 
/~r,(i;)II:. But if we let f(.)=q&., i) we clearly have A”f(.)=q,+,(., i) 
which means that llq,,+,,J., i)J/,< l/qJ., i)JIZ and makes q2,(i, i) a decreas- 
ing function of p for every fixed ig N. Observe also that 
SUP qP+ ,(.i, 4 d sup 4Ji i) 
i / 
(7.2) 
(also by the fact that Af(. ) = q, + ,( ., i). 
Let now (SyJval be a nonincreasing sequence that make 1 r,r ~ ’ < +a 
and let r(t), t > 0 be a bounded non-increasing function s.t. <( 100~) = t,, 
(v= 1, 2,...) for which K=i;” r(t)/t dt < +co. Using (7.1) we see that for 
every fixed ie N we have 
1 c( s m z , t(t) epct’n’2)+v-- ’ dt > qy(i, i) < CK (7.3) L’ > 0 
(C being as in (7.1)). Now bear in mind that there exists some numerical 
c > 0 for which J;“” ec’tP dt 2 cp! (this is because (sh + ~~mp)(eprtP dt) = 
o(p!)). This gives: 
loo” 5(t) e~rt(n/2)+v~1 dt q&i, i)<C 
with a new C that is independent of i. This and our previous remarks on 
q,(i, i) gives the result that 
sup qy(i, i)= O(v-‘“‘2’5;‘). (7.4) 
The end of the proof of Theorem 1 is to be found in Appendix I. 
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One drawback of both Theorems 1 and 2 is that n > 2 (or n > 2). When 
it comes to defining a(G) for a finitely generated group G this does not 
matter because of the results in [ 1 ] which takes care of exactly the com- 
plementary range 0 <n < 2 (Cf. also the very end of this section.) 
One point concerning Theorem 3 that has to be taken care of, is, that in 
one half of that Theorem, I did not assume that Gp{ supp p} = G so that 
the corresponding markovian matrix M is not irreducible. The easiest way 
to deal with this difficulty is to argue as follows. Consider H = Gp{ supp pO) 
which is a finitely generated subgroup of G (since supp pLg is finite) for 
which the inequality: 
llfll 2n/(n- 2)G c II f II&Y) Wf~Co(W) 
does hold (n is the same n as in Theorem 3). 
Let now G = (g,H; i = 1, 2,...} be the right coset decomposition of G and 
for every f~c,,(G) let us define f,~c,(H) by fi(h) =f( g,h). For 
p = 2n/(n - 2) > 2 we clearly have: 
Our theorem follows then from the easily verifiable fact that 
CL II fill 20(H) G c II f II i(G). 
I shall finish up by giving a partial result concerning the Sobolev 
estimate but which has the advantage that it holds in the larger range n > 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a reversible Markov chain and let n > 1 be such 
that A satisfies the Sobolev inequality: 
Ilf Iln,+l)GC Ilflls VfE%PJJ) 
with C independent off: Then we have: 
sup(i,:‘A”(i, j)) = O(V-“‘~). 
i. j
Let us first consider the special case inf, A(k, k) > 0. Let R(m, m) = l/2, 
R(m, m f 1) = l/4 be the stochastic matrix on the integers Z, that induces 
the standard random walk. We have R’(0, O)- l/v’/‘. I shall consider then 
the stochastic matrix d = A @ R 0 R on N x Z x Z which now satisfies the 
conditions (S,,,) and (Dn+2) (by Section 3) and for which therefore: 
sup [AJ:‘sxI”((i, O,O), (j, O,O)] = O(V~‘“‘~)-‘). 
i,jeN 
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If we bear in mind that N’((i, 0, 0), (j, 0, O))~(l/v) A”(i, j) the result 
follows. 
Of course this argument will also give the stronger (unintegrated con- 
dition): 
SUP i, i (7.5) 
From which our theorem can be made to follow by the same Tauberian 
argument as before. The point however is that (7.5) can be made to hold 
without the additional hypothesis that inf, A(k, k) > 0. 
To see this take an arbitrary A(& j) and replace it by A, = al+ (1 - a) A 
for some 0 <a < 1 (which consists in giving our chain an additional 
exponential holding time). The new A, certainly verifies inf, A,(k, k) 3 
a > 0 and so (7.5) holds for A, instead of A. But since clearly t(A, -I) = 
(1 -a) t(A -I) the expression under the sup in (7.5) for A, is the same 
expression for A but with t replaced by (1 -a) t. So we are back in 
business! (cf. remark Section 3). 
The same trickery can be used to reduce the Theorem 1 for some 
n =n,,>2 to the same theorem for n=n, + 1 > 3 (we use the second 
proposition in Section 3 for (D,) this time). Theorem 1 thus follows for all 
n > 2 as soon as it is known to hold for n large enough! The same trick can 
finally be used to show the invariance of a(G) for the forbidden range 
O<a<2. 
8. MORE ABOUT THE HEAT DIFFUSION KERNEL 
It is easy to see that the proof of Theorem (M) that I gave in Section 6 
gives, under identical conditions, the stronger result 
essup ~~(t,x)<C[(l--a)t]~~(“+~‘/~ ’ u’(t,x)dtdt; t>O (8.1) 
T lJ ar x 
where C > 0 is as in Theorem (M) and a is an arbitrary constant s.t. 
O<a<l. 
The above estimate will be applied to the functions: 
F(t,x)=-$p,(x,n,); t>O, x,x,~X, k>O, 
where pI(x, y) is the Heat diffusion kernel attached to our Dirichlet form 
and where I shall assume for simplicity that (a”/&“) p!(x, y) is defined for 
all x, y E X. 
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The problem here is that the function u(t, X) = F(t, X) is not necessarily a 
positive function. One can cope with this difficulty in two different ways. 
In the classical case where Q( f, f ) = jM IV’) * dVo1 (44 being a Rieman- 
nian manifold) one can set u( t, x) = lF( t, x)1 which is a non negative sub- 
solution of the Heat diffusion equation. The theory goes through for such 
subsolutions without any difficulty at all (c.f. [13]). 
An alternative way to save the day (and this works for our main example 
Q(f,f ) = ( f, (I- A)f ) of Section 5) is to impose on the Dirichlet form Q 
the stronger condition (M): 
(Ml: Q(bgf) IfI’, (xf)lfla)2CoaBQ(f,f) 
>CoallQ(lfl, lfI);a,P>O,a+P=2 
where f now is an arbitrary complex function, and Co is numerical as 
before. 
Under (M’) one can write the proof of Section 6 down with: 
u = (sgu) IuIp’*; ($2 =(sgu) IulP-’ I)’ 
where u(t, x) is as in Section 6 but is not assumed to be positive. The con- 
dition (M’) is designed to make (6.1) still work. Observe also that 
whenever u(t, x)#O we have (a/&) u2 =p(sgu) IuIp-’ (a/at) u. This means 
that (6.2) still works because in calculating both (a/&) jX and 
(cp, (a/&) U)~Z we can ignore the set where u = 0. From then onwards 
nothing changes in Section 6. I shall let the reader fill in the necessary 
details to make the above argument rigorous. I feel that it is hardly worth 
formalizing the idea to make it work in general, It is enough to check that 
it works in our specific example of Section 5 where Q(f, f) = 
(f, v-AIf). 
Observe now that (by elementary spectral theory) we have: 
a,(l)=(-l)X~p,(x,x)~o; t>o, XEX. 
An application of (8.1) (together with the above considerations) and the 
standard semigroup properties of p!(x, y) gives then that: 
ai(t)<C[(l -a)t]p(“+22)‘2 (-a,,-,(2at)); t>O, k= 1, 2 ,.... (8.2) 
Now let us assume, quite generally, that for some 1 <k <q, d, A, ,I> 0 
the following estimate holds: 
a:(t) 8 Atrd l8,(&)[; t > 0 (8.3) 
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let us integrate this estimate from at to bt where 0 < a < b and p = a/b and 
let us observe that la,(t)1 is a decreasing function of t > 0. We obtain then 
that: 
(8.4) 
The estimate (8.4) is identical with the (8.3) with d replaced by d+ 1 and 
q by q - 1 (and A and 1 replaced by the appropriate constants). It is thus 
clear that I can apply the above procedure to the estimate (8.2) k- 1 times 
with d = (n + 2)/2, (n + 2)/2 + l,..., (n/2) + k - 1 and q = 2k - 1, 2k - 2,..., 
k + 1. If I do this with an appropriate choice of a in (8.2) and p = p,, 
,u~,..., pk- 1 I finally obtain that: 
Id,(t)1 <CA$k! t-@“)-‘; t>O 
where C is as in Theorem (M) and A0 < 1000. In other words our Heat dif- 
fusion kernel satisfies: 
In the specific case of the example of Section 5 the above estimate gives 
(with the same kind of Tauberian arguments as in Section 7 or in the 
Appendix) estimates about A” - A”+ ’ or higher differences of the powers of 
the Markovian matrix A. I shall not elaborate and only give, as an exam- 
ple, the estimate Ip”({e})--“+i({e})l = O(V~(“‘~)-~) where ,u and n are as 
in Theorem 3. 
[In the proof of that last estimate use the obvious log-convexity p’“(e) < 
CP ‘“+2(e)p27e)]l/2 valid for every symmetric p E P(G)]. 
APPENDIX I 
The factor <; ’ which appeared in (7.4) and by consequence in a 
previous-version Theorems 1, 3 and 4 can in fact be disposed with 
altogether. This was pointed out to me during a seminar by P. Koosis and 
C. Herz. Indeed all we have to do is to use (7.1) and instead of (7.3) use the 
following elementary 
LEMMA. Let 0 < qy 6 1 be such that q2” is non-increasing and 
with C, M > 0 fixed. Then there exists C, > 0 such that q2” < C, vpa (v 2 1). 
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APPENDIX II 
I have proved recently (using the above theory) that (0.2) holds in a 
finitely generated group as soon as there exist n finitely generated sub- 
groups 
with index [G,, G,, 1] = +m J= 0, l,..., n - 1. 
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